
MAINTENANCE-FREE GRANITE



WHAT  
IS SENSA?
Sensa Maintenance-Free Granite is a premium,  
high-quality granite that offers reliable performance 
with a 15-year transferable warranty.

We traveled all the way to Brazil and India to find the most 
beautiful stone that Nature can create. This stone was 
chosen following strict criteria of aesthetic excellence that 
resulted in unique, elegant surfaces with an exotic, yet 
subtle, touch. Unique. The adjective is well-chosen.

Every Sensa slab is different from the rest because each 
surface has exceptional veining that is found in no other.

A product idea for demanding customers who require a 
material that is resistant to scratches and stains and that 
offers outstanding performance over time.

COSENTINO
Cosentino Latina, located in Vitória, Brazil, is the factory 
that enhances what nature has created. Starting at the 
granite quarry, Cosentino Latina carefully selects the 
highest quality stone, then cuts and enhances each 
stone block into a one-of-a-kind slab. It is committed 
to creating innovative materials and offering high-value 
solutions to the world of architecture and design. 

Cosentino prides itself on following a strict criteria of 
aesthetic excellence that results in maintenance-free, 
elegant surfaces with an exotic, yet subtle, touch. 



SANTA CECILIA



SENGUARD PROTECTION

OTHER GRANITE

SenGuard is a proprietary stone treatment that is used  
to protect Sensa granite from staining. SenGuard is not  
a sealer and bonds to the granite surface differently than 
sealers. The SenGuard treatment, unlike common sealers, 
allows the stone to breathe by anchoring to the stone 
lattice while preserving the stone’s natural, beautiful  
color for years to come. 

Excellent stain resistance.

No special sealers or  
maintenance required.

Certified and approved for  
direct contact with food.

Unique designs  
created by nature.

High performance and 
quality with a guarantee 
from Cosentino. 

SENSA ADVANTAGES

SAN BENEDITO
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AMELIA RIDGE
p POLISHED 

ORIGIN: BRAZIL 

Whorls of parchment gleam through rivers of charcoal and pewter and glide through a cosmic constellation of deep black. 
Amelia Ridge is sophisticated yet malleable which compliments un-lacquered brass as well as nickel and iron finishes.  
A natural companion to weathered wood and lacquer finishes alike.

p POLISHED 

BROWN PERSA ORIGIN: BRAZIL

Reminiscent of the first snowfall, white frost like patterns interlaced with hues of vanilla, whiskey, copper and taupe recalling 
nostalgic seasonality. Brown Persa loves warm white pottery, copper accents and chocolate finishes.
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CAROLINE SUMMER
p POLISHED / PULIDO

ORIGIN: BRAZIL / ORIGEN: BRASIL

Prismatic crystals of pewter, charcoal and licorice create frostwork fissures against crisp white with amber highlights  
in this clear stone. Caroline Summer pairs well with pale paint finishes, silver metals and wood floors.

p POLISHED / PULIDO

DELICATUS ICE ORIGIN: BRAZIL / ORIGEN: BRASIL

Vast striations of inky black slice through grand prismatic crystals of frost white and soft taupe in a work of natural art. 
Delicatus Ice is a natural with painted finishes, polished metals, classic tile patterns and clean lines.
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EL DORADO
p POLISHED / PULIDO

ORIGIN: BRAZIL / ORIGEN: BRASIL

Long rivers of rich gold, pewter and tan are punctuated by deep copper, garnet and inky fissures. El Dorado loves polished nickel, 
travertine tile, deep wood finishes and parchment shades.

p POLISHED / PULIDO

ORINOCO ORIGIN: BRAZIL / ORIGEN: BRASIL

Dramatic nebulae of white, whiskey, amber and gold snake through a marbleized jet black backdrop for a show stopping stone 
destined to anchor a design palette. Orinoco is the dramatic backdrop for clean lines, soft gray and warm white millwork, 
tailored hardware and modern art.
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VERDE AQUARIUS ORIGIN: BRAZIL / ORIGEN: BRASIL

Swirls of watery ripples and eddies of tonal cool grays, sage, charcoal, black and pewter create understated drama. Verde 
Aquarius compliments silver metals, rustic wood, painted cabinetry and mosaic tile.

p POLISHED / PULIDO

WATERFALL ORIGIN: BRAZIL / ORIGEN: BRASIL

The richly marbleized veining of charcoal, ink, silver and dove gray fall across a snow white background. Waterfall makes  
a design statement paired with crystal and chrome, black millwork and white ceramic tile.

l LEATHER / CUERO



COLOR GUIDE  p  POLISHED        l  LEATHER  

Madison spring p delicatus ice/ice Blue p Blanco gaBrielle p silver silk p

creMa pearl p iBerian sunset p caroline suMMer p star Beach p

Majestic White p red terrain p golden king p tanaMi p

Waterfall p juparana cathedral p outono p giallo latina lp

caledonia p aMazonas p tuscany BroWn p BroWn persa p

verde aquarius l lapidus gold p juparana fantasy p

santa cecilia p el dorado p key West gold p

Blue pearl p cosMic grey p orinoco p

aMelia ridge p san Benedito lp Black galaxy p

uBatuBa p

CAROLINE SUMMERTo view full slabs of every  
color, visit sensagranite.com.



BLANCO GABRIELLE



MAY16SAP 000000 * To obtain more information about colors with NSF certificate please visit www.nsf.org
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